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In April 1953, the Economic and Social Council en~
dorsed a series of Recommendations for the Improvement of International Migration Statistics, which had
been developed by the Statistical Commission and the
Population Commission after detailed consultations
between the Secretariat and governmental statistical
services. It may be anticipated that these recoplmendations will be useful in improving the quality of migration statistic.s in many countries and in attaining
greater international comparability. It is recognized
that in several parts of the world these data leave
much to be desired. At the same time, interest in
their improvement has recently revived as a consequence of the increase in migration since the end of
the Second World War and of the public attention now
given to various aspects of migration in many countries.
The present publication begins with an exposition
of the major problems of organization and operation
relating to the collection and processing of migration
statistics, with special emphasis on coordination
among the various national departments which are
generally concerned with some phase of these operations. A second chapter presents the text of the Economic and Social Council resolution No. 469-E (XV) relating to these statistics, and of the Recommenda-
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tions for the Improvement of International Migration
Statistics. The last chapter contains information on
the use of sampling for the collection or tabulation of
migration data, and gives the text of the operative
parts of the observations of the Sub-Commission on
Statistical Sampling concerning the methods for experimenting with sampling in this field.
.
A detailed survey of the migration statistics published by sixty-nine countries or territories, including a description of the methods of collection used and
of the tabulations provided, can be found in "Problems
of Migration Statistics" (Sales No. 1950. XIII. 1), published in 1949 by the United Nations.
It i~ hoped that the present publication w1ll prove
useful to the statistical departments of countries interested in the implementation of the recommendations for the improvement of migration statistics and
also to the organizers of services and training centers
w!lere this class of statistics w1ll be considered.
The continuing co-operation extended to the Secretariat by the International Labour ·Office in thepreparation of several documents assembled here Is gratefully acknowledged, together with the collaboration of
the Population Division in tile Department of Social
Affairs of the United Nations.
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I. PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION IN INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
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1. Definition and Scope of Migration statistics
In 1932, the International Conference on Migration
Statistics took the view that statistics of international
migration should include every removal from one
country to another, with the exception of tourist' traffic. In the 1949 provisional recommendations on migration statistics, and in the 1953 Recommendations for
the Improvement of International Mtgration\ Statistics,
the Population Commission and the Statistical Commission of the United Nations followed the same path
and recommended that statistics be obtained on all
arrivals and, if possible, all departures of international travellers (with the exception of frontier traffic), classified in such a way as to.show which are migrants. Adopting these definitions in the present paper,
we find that the field of international migration statistics (or, ~or short, migration statisticS)2 comprises
permanen,t immigration and emigration as the more
important items and, in most countries on a second
level of importance, temporary immigration and emigration, including seasonal movements. Information on
frontier traffic will often be needed to supplement
migration data proper, as recognized in the 1953
recommendations. Frontier traffic is the movement
of persons residing in the frontier a,rea, moving frequently across the border and otten authorized to use
simplified travel documents (frontier cards). Whether
emigration or immigration, or both, will be covered
in the statistics of a country will often depend on
whether one or both are important for that country.
lnis chapter is bued on the text of a paper (No.20.1) pre8ented
to the International Seminar on Statistical Organization held at
Ottawa in October 1952 under the sponsorship of the Government of Canada and the United Natlona,.and on the round-liable
discus.ion that followed the presentation. Cf. "Reports and
Proceed1ng. of the United Nations Seminar on StaU8t1Cal
Organization: Stati.tlcal Paper., Series Y. No. 16, United
Nations, 1953.
'lnternal migration is also of great importaDc:e in many countries,
located as far apart as the Bast of Asia, the Americas or
Europe, since it i. a close correlate of economic progress,
particularly in countries underlOing tnA.ition from an agrarian
to an lnduatrial and commercial economy with its social and
political consequences. The Bconomic and Social Council called
attention to internal migration in a resolution of 14 April 1953
(No. 471-D(XV», wherein it also invlted Member State8 to take
meaaures for improving the statistical and demographic information in this field, recommended that the Secretary-General
aid those countries reque.tIng technical auistance 01J.- the8e
problema, and direct~ to them the attention of the I'egional
economic commis.ions. The measurement of internal migration
raise. problems whiCh are basically different from th08e of
international migration stati8tlcs, since no control i8 usually
u:ercl.zed over the movements of people within a country. In a
few countrie., however, persons moving from one city or
munlclpality to another are required to notify the authorities of
one or both place., so that entries may be made in the ·population regi.ters·. StaUatlcs of internal and external migration
CIUl be derived from these registers. Other methoda of e8timating
internal migration include census questions on place of birth and
on place of re.idence at a previous date, que8t1ons in labour
force BUl'UY. enabling to measure seasonal mlgratlon of
.worker., labour force registration.
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In any case, the statistics w11l, or should, throw light
not only on the number of persons making up the
streams of emigration and immigration during a: year,
or other convenient period- of time, but also on their
demographic, social and economic characteristics
such as: sex, age, country oflast permanent residence
or of intended permanent residence, Citizenship, occupation, industrial. classification of economic activity.
As it has been pointed out long ago by the International Labour Office, the international migrant is a
species of the genus international traveller. For this
reason, it is often found expedient and even desirable
to place at least the total numbers of migrants in
the context of statistics of international travellers.
The 1953 recommendations describe means to achieve
this result and contain a nomenclature of major categories of arrivals and departures, which is gradually
coming into use in an increasing number of countries.
Since 1949, the Demographic Yearbook of the United
Nations presents all available national statistics on
the following major categories of arrivals from abroad,
which are also those of the 1953 nomenclature:
Total arrivals
Permanent immigrants
Temporary immigrants
Visitors (transit; holiday; education; business;
etc.)
Residents returning from temporary sojourns
abroad.
Whenever possible, separate figures for refugees or
displaced persons, included in the major categorie.s,
are brought out.
Corresponding major categories are used for dePartures to other countries.
While from the point of view of statistical procedures
and, as it w&re, accounting, migration statistics find
in general so conveniently a place in the framework
of travel statistics, from the functional point of view
they. also belong to the fields of demographic statistics
and of labour statistics.
The relationship between migration and demographic
statisiics derives from the simple fact that the net
balaAce of migration is one of the two components
of the total increase or decrease of a population during
a period of time, the other co~ponent being the natural
increase or net balance of births and deaths. Thus,
data on internaUOnal migration form a part of the
field of demographic 'statistics of which the others
are census statistics and vital statistics. It may be
stated more precisely that the net balance of permanent migration is a component of the total variation
in the"de jure·population duringapertodof time, while
the net balance of arrivals and departures is a component of the total variation in the"defacto"population.
Likewise, there are close links between migration
statistics and labour statistics. A large proportion of
migrants are economically active persons; often they
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migrate because they are attracted by employment opportunities; as members or potential members of the
labour force, with special characteristics, they are the

concern of pubUc administrators, economists and sociologists.

2. National and International Needs for Migration Statistics
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,., Migration statistics measure the immigration and
emigrafion that take place during a given period of
time; they are needed to appraise the size of the problems involved in these movements, and to design the
pollc1esintended to meet them. For example, aknowl, edge 01 the number of immigrants entering a country
is r8flUired together with census data and vital statistics in order to make a complete analysis of the
changes observed in the course of time in the size and
structure of the population of that country. Information on the numbers of immigrants in the varicrus
occupations or industries is necessary to appreciate
the influence. of foreign manpower on the labour market from the Pl'int of view of the employers, and of
the employees and trade unions. I>.lta on the sex, age,
Citizenship, mother tongue, of the immigrants greatly
facllitate an understanding of the nature and size of
social and cultural assimilation problems existing at
a given time and place. Some of these statistics are
needed also to estimate the cost of social security
benefits for alien workers and their dependents.
In brief, the consideration of any and all of the complex problems associated with international migration
calls for some form of migration statistics, be it
tOtal figures of immigration or emigration or more
de~ed statistics presenting the numbers of migrants
classified according to certain of their characteristics.
The needs for particular tabulations of migration
statistics are very varied, as it may be surmised
from the examples given above. In fact, the tabulations
published by the various countries p'r esent a large
dlversity. This subject is covered in detallin'Problem~
of Migration Statistic~ published by the United Nations
in 1949; no attempt is made here togo beyond a broad
de8cription of the "tabulatioos more commonly found
for migration statistics. These fall 4nto three main
'categories:
-demographic characteristics, inCluding sex, age,
marital status, family composition;
'-social characteristics, including country of last
(or intended) permanent residence, country of birth,
Citizenship (i.e. legal nationality), ethnic origin or
race, rellgton, mother tongue, education, class
travelled on ship, or mode of transportation;
-economic characteristics" including occupation,
sklll, industry (i.e. branch of economic activity),
status (as employer, employee, worker on own account;, and unpaid family worker), capitalava1lable,
financial -assistance for migration received from
governmental or private sourceS, contractual assurance of employment in the country of destination.
In addition many multiple classifications, based on a
combination of more than one characteristic, are required for some purpose. and are tabulated and published in several countries.
6

From the point of view of the needs that they should
meet, migration statistics present some exceptional
characteristics. While most other demographic and
social phenomena take place within a national frame·work, the migration moveJD,ents considered here are
by nature international. As a consequence, the needs
for ,migration statistics that can be described properly as international are of a more dominant Importance ,
in relation to strictly national needs than is the case
with most other types of statistics. The first need for
migration statistics, which is for measuring with accuracy the size of emigration and immigration, can
serve well to illustrate this point. While this primary
need arises in the countr,ies of immigration and in the
countries of emigration and can be considered as a
national one, the int-ernational aspect must be brought
to bear at once in order to obtain a full and true understanding of the actual need to be met. Migration movements are so closely related one to another that it i8
desirable for a given country to be informed not only
of the volume,direction and composition of the immigration.and emigration affecting that country, butal80
of the movements affecting other emigration and immtgration countries. Furthermore it is generally difficult to record accurately the departures of international travellers including those of permanent emigrants. Consequently, emigratioD countries, particularly those having land borders, may be able to ascertain the destinations of their people with greater
accuracy from the statistics of the countries of destination than from their own data. These countries will
also need foreign migration statistics to complete the
picture given by the national ones, or to compare both
series of data relating to the same movement and
find out where improvements are desirable.
Another international need for migration statistics
arises in connexion with any attempt to bulld up an
overall picture of international migrations in the world
during a given period of time. In this process, each ,
movement can be measured on the basis of the statistics ,collected by each of the two countries involved,
that of emigration and that of immigration. If these
two sets of data are available, they have to be compared and, in so far as feasible, reconciled. If historical series are used, a world picture of migration
can show not only the principal movements tilrtng a
certain period, but also the major trends over time.
Indications may in this manner be ubtained on the development and contraction of migratioo and on their relations to the spread of economic 8d1v1ty and depression. Thus more correct interpretations oftheflgure8
relating to one country become possible.
As a last example of international need for adequate
migration statistics, it may be pointed out that the
success and failure of measures taken by the different
countries to regulate migration and to facWtate the ;

,,
ada.ptldioo or assimilation of immigrants are of special international interest. Since migrations involve
people of different nations, it is particularly desirable
from the point of view of good international relations
•
to avoid measures that are either unnecessarily harsh
~efficient. statistics on the d~elopment of immi:". gration and on the adaptation of immigrants should
· ~\!>,'};" ~on~~te '~8etul indications for the selection of poli· .. ,~" ~e8 an~ methodS which prove acceptable and efficient,
',,:' #d ,make it possible for each interested country to
I~
' gainlJy the 'experience of other nations.
~ whenever comparisons between conditions in various cOuntries are attempted, it is of course required
that the statistics be comparable; otherwise spurious
conclusions would be drawn from differences corresponding to variations in definitions or methods and not
to real phenomena. t

.. or"

•

.,"

It is hardly necessary to note that migration statistics are not the only source of statistical information
on international migrants. For many purposes, it is
desirable or necessary to use available migration
statistics jointly with other data such as population
census reslollts concerning the foreign born and aliens;
statistics of aliens and alien workers, often derived
from special registers; vital statistics, whenever they
are tabulated separately for natives and foreign born,
or citizens and aliens; results of special surveys on
alien residents, etc .• It does happen that such indirect
statistical information on migration is , the only one
available, in a given country, or that it is mQre detailed or more reliable than the series of migration
statistics proper, existing for that country.

3. Types of Organizational Arrangements
Before entering into the question of the organizational set-up for migration statistics, it is desirable
to clarify the subject by drawing a distinction between
three different kinds of migration data: (a) those collected at the occasion of the actual movements of
people acros8 international frontiers, mostly as a byProcUct of the administrative operations of frontier
Control, (b) those obtained ' in connexion with populatiOll registers, and (c) those resulting from special
enquiries made for a specifiC purpose, such as for
\., . example the special cen~s of aliens taken in France
in , I945. Although several of the organizational prob•
lems considered here arise in connexion with each
.01 these three types of data in not very unsimilar terms,
,,. It ls ; with the first type in view that this report pro,eeeds henceforth. The reasons for this delimitation
01 ' the subject are quite simple. From the point of
, view of organization, little of general interest can be
" '. .aald about special statistical enquiries on migration
,':.' '-'~ whlcb is not equally' valid for the bulk of the data; in
,', .' ~tion special enquiries in this field do not take
\~' " place so frequently as to deserve here detailed con..
"\l~.ideratlon. On the other hand, very few countries in
~' ",' the WOrld, less than six, have a system of continuous
population registration from which it is possible to
derive valid migration statistics, and there is no definite reason to expect that more countries will adopt
population registration in the near future; it is moreover probable that if any country should do so, the
consideration of migration statistics will weigh rela. tively little in the major decision involved. It is there,
fore more realistic not to present the organization
'",:.'~\,., ,problems of migration statistics in terms of a situa. :o,;~,: tioD...that obtains so rarely.
; ' It will, then, be with the more common type of mi,ration statistics in view - those collected on the
it \': basis of this quite simple fact that is the movement of
persons a~ross international boundaries - that the
maJor problem of organization in migration statistics,
wID now be conSidered. It may be formulated as the
analysis of the position of the offices or units respon•
sible for migration statistics within the set-up of
public administration, statistical or general. The
7

words offices. or units responsible for migration statistics have been used in the plural, because the situation is often met where different units collect the data
and process or tabulate them; it even happens that
several different offices collect some migratiOn statistics, one being, for instance, responsible for data
concerning persons travelling by sea, another for persons crossing land borders.
These are only examples of the very great diversity
between the various countries of the arrangements for
obtaining migration statistics, and 'often of their great
complexity. Diversity and complexity tJaat are probably
greater than in most other statistical fields of corresponding importance.
In a number of countries, a special department is
in charge of the control of immigration or emigration and is responsible, under the law of the land, for
the collection of migration statistics; this is the case
for example in Italy, Mexico, Spain and the United
States. In certain countries, a general administrative
department collects migration statistics, for instance
the department of Customs in New Zealand, where it
would nut be possible for the data to be conected by
the Census and statistics Office, because the Census
and statistics Act provides for absolute secrecy of
any information obtained under its provision, whilst
several departments such as Police and Customs, require access to the forms used in collecting migration
data. As has been mentioned above, more than one department often takes part in the collection of migration data which to a certain extent complement one
another. For instance in the United Kingdom, the Home
Office compiles statistics of alien migrants, and the
Board of Trade data on overseas migrations of nationals as well as aliens, while the Registrar General
obtained certain migration statistics among the National Registration data. In France, the Ministry of
Labour and Social Security collects information on
migrant workers, and the Ministry of the Interior
obtains certain data through frontier control operations. A good example of the complexity of the machinery for obtaining migration data is provided by the
statistics of Thailand which in 1937-39 comprised some
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data obtained from the Royal State Railways, some
from the Police department and some from the Customs department; as the notes in the Statistical Yearbook of Thailand duly and carefully explain, the statistical coverage of each series is dictated by the administrative needs of the department compiling it, so
that it is not possible to derive from them an integrated picture.
It is desirable and possible to distinguish in this
complex picture four main types of organiz.ation for
migration statistics.
In the first and simplest case, migration data are
collected, tabulated and published by the immigration
or emigration department, which enforces the legislation regarding inward or outward movements of.
peoples. In this set-up the immigration department
will have a statistical section, entrusted with obtaining
the data required under the law or needed by the
various users.
In a second main type of organization, the data a~e
collected by the agents of a general administrative
department (for example, customs or pollce) posted
at the various frontier points, in accordance with the
technical instructions issued by the central statistical
service of the country; ,the, latter assembles the basic
data, classifies them and prepares the tabulations for
publication.
In a third type of organization, the agents of a
general administrative department (such as customs or
police) collect m1grati~n data, and these are proc-'
essed and published either by the same department
or by another general administrative department, for
example the ministry of labour, having a competent
statistical section. The teclulical instructions for the
collection of the data may then emanate from the collecting department, from the processing department,
or from the central' statistical service, depen~ on
the general administrative organization of the country,
on the .s tatistical personnel available in each in-

terested ministry, on their interest, and, Of
on the historical and personal accidents
into play anywhere when it comes to defining a.\oI&&&&.u.~."l1!
trative jurisdictions.
The fourth and last type of organization is
terized by the collection of migration data by .ae'vel'Al"l!I
administrative departments, the series cOlmplleJD.e:~~~~~
one another to some extent, sometimes 0~:~~~~1
and rarely if ever providing a complete,
picture of migration .for the country COIIlCEtrn,ea.
processing and publication of the
:.. .··' .. '1·""
carried out either by each collecting dAIl'tll.lotn'lAII,t.
one of them having a better stal:1stical equ1pment"o~;
by the central statistical service. With respect to ',
technical instructions, the same variety obtains as in ·
the case of tile third type of organization.
.
It may be observed that these various types of organizations bring into play three basic functions: col~
lection of the data, processing (publication being here'
considered as part of processing, for the sake of ;
language simpUcity), and determination of statistical :
standards and procemres. One or more 'government '
departments carries out these-funct1ons; among these
departments, ~ be found the central statistical " " ,ice in so far as the proe~lI1ng of the data ~ the
determination of standards and procemres are concerned. There Is only one known instance of 'a central
statistical 8ervice being directly eniaged in the 'collection at migration statistics based on frOlltier crossings, that of Ireland, where certain data OIl migrant.
, and travellers are collected, by special portanClfrontier agents of the Central Statistics Office at Dublin,
operating a continuing sampling scheme designed
specially for that purpose; a brief description of that
scheme will be found in chapter m.
The descripUon and analysis of organizational arrangements for migration statistics can thus be finally summarized in the 'following table:
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Functions and Types of Organization for Migration statistics
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Determination of
statistical standards and
procedures

~:

~:

central statistical service
21:: immIgration service
21:: one, or more, general
administrative departments (e.g. ministry of
labour; ministry of interior)

Processing
of the data
(incl. publication)

Collection
of
the data

Either: immigration service
Dl': one, or more, general
administrative departmenta (e.g. customs;
police)

central statistical servIce
gr: immigration service
gr: one, or more, general
administrative departments (e.g. mio1stry of
labour; mio1stry of cammerce)
..
;

,

.I

It is of interest to analJ(ze the possible adv~es
and disadvantages of these various typ~s of organization. Much that will be said in this respect is perforce
common to many fields Of statistics, although some
considerations quite specific to migration statlstlc.s
can be set forth.
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The determinatibn of standards and procecltres and
the processing of the data by the central statistical
service presents the following advantages: (1) It Is
favourable to a co-ordinated utilization, for stat1st1ca1
purposes, of the information collected by various authorities at the occasion of frontier control; thla 18 •
8

point of special importance for the improvement of
migration statistics, to which the United Nations Population Commission has called attention repeatedly;
(2) it is favourable to the co-ordination of migration
statistics with other national data; (3) it enables ex"
•
perts in statistical procedures and techniques, such as
, " sampl1ng, to contribute more easily and directly to
c";4.,{,'. ' th~ development of migration statistics; (4) where the
1~~~\~:;,!{~" R8:l:it l'al,statisUcal service has a more extensive techi .f:~~~i2'<': ,n1~ staff, of classifiers and computers and possesses
:},H;;:«" ;1D;0.r e elaborate mechanical equipment than other de;::;~;~:',:" ' partments, these can be used for migration statistics,
:\':"., , ~usre<llcing the cost of these statistics and contributing to economies resulting from larger -scale
uWization of the staff and equipment; (5) the publications of the central statistical service often will
offer a more accessible and appropriate medium of
:" ,L, publication for migration statistics than the special
.i,:
series of a department such as customs, police or
-:'
labour.
It may be noted' that while the intervention of a
central statistical service is generally conducive to
the five adVantages mentioned above, some or most of
these advantages may also be obtained if a wellstaffed specialized statistical unit within a general
administrative department has responsibility for the
determination of statistical procedures for migration
statistics and for the processing of these data. This
18 particularly true in a country where a large immi,ration service has been established.
There are, on the other hand, some disadvantages
or risks inherent in a set-up where decisions on proce<llres are taken, and where migration data are
processed, by a centralized statistical office: (1) withIn the wide field of responsib1llties of a central statistical 'service, migration data are apt to receive less
attentiob and a smaller allocation of financial resOurces , than within a department where there exists
a direct and live interest in migration, for policy
and administrative reasons; (2) the staff of a central
','
Clffice may not have as detailed a knowledge as the
staff of a spec1al1zed department of the data and of
the conditions under which they are, or may be, 0btained.
Considering now more particularly the arrangements for collect1ng migration statistics, we may
make the following observations: (1) the collection
~ all migration statistics by a single department is
' advantageous from the point of view of good co-ordinaUon, if the department responsible is able to use for
8taUat1cal purposes the information obtained by the
other authorities participating in frontier control,
Rch as customs, exchange control, health service;
Otherw1Be it may lead to <lIpllcatioDs of forms required
' to be filled in by migrants or travellers; (2) on the
other hand, the collection of migration statistics by
various specialized departments, as part of their general administrative <lIties, may be more economical
.th8n ' the' collection by a single department; it may
also make it possible to ut1l1ze fully the specialized
knowledge of the agents of these departments in each

•

aspect of frontier control on which statistics are
based; for example savings on costs may be effected
if shipping authorities collect data on immigrants arriving by sea, and police authorities on aliens arriving
by air and through land frontier.
.
In the preceding paragraphs, it has not been considered appropriate to present any general conclusions
in favour of any type of organization or agairisf any
other. The appraisal of the organizational arr:angements for migration 'statistics,
the deternit.riatioil
of the best arrangements in this field for a :gtven
country, can only be made effectively on the basts of
the knowledge of a concrete situation. The administrative arrangements for migration statistics are always
dependent very largely on considerations much broader
than migration statistics. These considerations include: (1) the general statistical organization of the
country, whether there is or not a central statistical
service, what its jurisdiction is; (2) the legislation on
migration and international travel, determining the controls imposed on migrants and travellers, whiCh
controls constitute in general the basis for the collection of statistics; the legislation sometimes also
! specifies certain statistical information which the
administration has the statutory obligation to proclice
.at given intervals of time; (3) the length and type of
'frontiers, whether land, sea or both, and the relative
impOrtance of travel by air to and from the country
concerned; (4) the needs f.or migration statistics in
the various administrative departments (labour,
census, commerce, etc.) and in public or private
research and welfare institutions of the country;
(5) last, but obviously not least, the budgetary restrictions and the limitations in the number and quality,
of technical personnel available.
'Pie follow1ng considerations however emerge as
valid and important whatever the exact type of organization for migration statistics exists or is being contemplated: (1) in collecting migration statistics at the
occasion of frontier control, arrangements should be
made for us1ng for statistical purposes th'e information obtained by the various authorities participating
in the control; (2) adequate statistical standards and
procedures should be formulated and enforced all
along the line, from the stage of collection to that of
publication of migration statistics; (3) if the procedures for migration statistics in a given country call
for special techniques such as statistical sampling,
the advice of a competent specialist should be sought.
In order that an improvement of migration statistics may be achieved, these considerations should receive attention when basic statutes on statistics and
migration are pr~ared; they should also be given due
weight in annual budgetary allocations and in current
admiriJstrative decisions. It is t:lear that the quality
of migration statistics will depend also on good continu1ng co-ordination between the various departments
and authorities involved in the production of these data.
Attention will now be given to that aspect of the problem.
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4. Major Problems of Technical and Administrative Co-ordination
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i. " Co-ordination of Migration Statistics with Data in
Related Fields
: As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the! migration statistics of a country are in close relation-

!'
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'~I :'_>~, _. ::ilhd
~i. p. '.laboUr
. . w. i~ ~ts
tr.,avel statistics, demographic statistics
'statistics, and with the migration statistics

:' -' Qi('otller ·cOuntries. Consequently, two main problems
Of co-ordination require attention: first, ensuring that
, ' "
the 'same definiUons of migration are used throughout
"
' and : applft~d Ui1iformly; secondly, achieving the use of
;II'
common nomenclatures for the classification of reI
lated data in the different fields.
i:
' If migration is, for example, defined differently in
the,broad classification into categories of arrivals and
departures and in detailed tabulation of migrants by
.
occupation, the difference in the total figures, that
wOuld agree if the definition were the same, will cause
the "users of the data to doubt the value of both series
and perhaps the competence of the departments publishing them. As detailed information on the definition
used is not often made available to the public, few
if any users will be able to determine which are the
best figures for their purposes. Adequate co-ordination
'would avoid these embarrassments; if, for some good
r.e ason, the definitions had to be different in the two
eases, co-ordination' would at least ensure that all
rteeessary' explanations are given or perhaps that the
dmerence betW'e en the two conflicting filUres is analyzedand its meaning made clear. If migration is defined differently in two countries, the same migratory
movement between them wtll be recorded differently
in the statistics of the country of emigration and in
those of the country of immigration; the determination
of the most rellable data is generally very difficult,
sometimes impossible. A great deal of the disrepute
attached to migration statistics is due to differences
I
of that kind.
j,
The use of common or convertible nomenclatures
for ' classifying related data in the different fields is
of , no les,s importance. For example, if the following
age groups are ;rsed in migration statistics: 0-12,
13-18, 19-21, et~., while census results for the same
country are tabulated according to standard five-year
age groups (0-4, 5-9, 10-14, etc.), the study of the
influence of migration on the sex and age composition
of the population will require estimates of the number
of persons classified according to one of the two systems of age groups; not only are these estimates
costly to make, but they can only be approximate.
Similarly, if migration statistics and census results
are
tabulated according to' different nomenclatures of
I"
occupations in a certain country, the analysis of tbe
relation between migration and the occupational distribution of ~e population will be much complicated,
if 'not made impossible; It is desirable also that statistics of migrants , and estimates of surpluses and
deficits of manpower be classified according to the
same or convertible nomenclatures; otherwise it becomes impossible to follow the process of recruitmer.t of alien workers through to the actual move-

.
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ments of these persons, and compare the estimates
with the actual facts.
,'
The use of identical nomenclatures for several
classes of related statistics may not always, ~ ,poS7 '
sible. Different nomenclatures may ~ speclfie.~..)j1; :'
statute or general adm1nistr,~tl.Je J:,egpl!Ltion8,~e,c~ ~',,:
the different fields. It is, however, possible tomeetiJi8,'
statistical problems created by this situatio,l( -;U'lt .
has to be accepted - through good co-ordinatioii;. Oh~
of the nomenclatures in point may be subd1vidEld ,u ntil
it becomes convertible into the other; a1terriatively~ ,
it may be possible to make, periodically or not, a
double tabulation of the less numerous data according
to the two nomenclatures considered. These methods
also apply for making comparable migration statistics
of different countries not both using internationally
accepted or recommended nomenclatures.
,\
ii. Co-ordination among Interested Departments

The description and analysis of the principal types
of organizational arrangements for migration statistics have brought out the importance of co-ordination
between the interested administrative departments for
the production of good migration statistics at a reasonable cost. The prinCipal problems of co-ordination
arising from the division of responsibilities for 'migration statistics between several agencies may , be
described as follows: (1) eliminating available duplications between the elements of information collected
and published by the different agencies, and enSuring
that these elements cover the field withoug leaving
serious gaps; (2) ensuring the adequacy and uniformity
of the statistical standards and procedures used
throughout; (3) taking into account the requirements
of the various users of migration statistics, so that
the immediate needs of the agencies collecting the
data are not the only ones to receive consideration;
(4) ensuring that the information collected is utilized
to the fullest extent allowed by budgetary appropriations and, on the whole, to the best advantage of the
users. Each of these problems will now be briefly
considered in turn.
On the first problem, nothing further needs to be
said, since it is elementary and its description is selfexplanatory, except that it is still a very real one in
many countries.
The determination of adequate statistical standards
and procedures for all departments participating in the
production of migration statistics should result in efficient utilization of available financial resources. It
should avoid the rather distressing situation that
occurs when two agencies publish different figures
purporting to represent the same thing. The staildards
and procedures should constitute a well-co-ordinated
whole, free of internal contradictions, concerning' all
phases of operation from the collection of basic information to and including the publication of 'f1rial
figures on migration.
'. '
Examples of the variety of uses of migration statistics have been given in the preceding sections. It is

•

clear that the needs of every possible user of migration staUstics cannot receive the same weight. A compromise must be reac~ed between the desire for keeping down the number of questions asked from migrants,
the limitations of resources in money and competent
staff and the needs of users of migration statistics.
Since information is never collected without expenditure being incurred, and a measure of inconvenience
being imposed on members of the public concerned, it
is obviously desirable to ensure that whatever information Is obtained is as fully utilized as resources available for processing it will allow. This general statement Is particularly relevant to migration statistics,
as evidenced by the repeated recommendations made
to that eHect by experts. Too often, valuable information extracted from travellers and migrants remains
buried in administrative archives, while imperfect migration statistics, based on less complete knowledge
of the facts, are processed and published.
The 'implementation of co-ordination in migration
statistics may in ' certain cases demand legislative
, actlon, as when it is desired to uniformize nomenclatures prescribed by statutes and differing only by historical accident or considerations that have outlived
their validity. In general, however, the required coordination will be achieved through internal administrative action by means of inter-departmental committees or working parties, such as those established in
several countries for studying the United Nations 1949
provisional recommendations on migration statistics
and preparing observations for their revision. A useful function of such groups is to review statistical
questionnaires required from travellers and migrants
by vartous departments, such as immigration, police,
customs, exchange control, public health. This enables
questions to be formulated in a uniform manner and

facilitates the utilization of the same form for several
purposes, to the advantage of the travellers and often
of the public treasury.
The problem of achieving a measure of concerted
action between the authorities concerned with migration statistics in different countries deserves a reference, because of the special importance of international comparability in this field. Although ,they may be
legally and formally ,-different 'from the processe. ,of
internal co-ordination considered here, the 'methOds
for achieving international comparability of migration
statistics are functionnally rather equivalent to these
processes. The utilization of definitions, procedures
and nomenclatures discussed and adopted at ,international meetings of experts is the most common means
to achieve international comparability; it is fully
effective as far as the international standards andnomenclatures go and are not subject to widely differing
interpretations. Special arrangements between two or
several countries, for the purpose of facilitating the
collection of statistical information are another possibility, though less frequently resorted to, so far, in
the field of migration statistics. The conclusion of
such arrangements has been suggested more than once
by the United Nations Population Commission, Statis,:,
tical Commission and Sub- Commission on Statistical
Sampling. It has been recently recommended to the
attention of governments by the Economic and Social
Council, ~ and is receiving attention from the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation. Since it
is desirable to have certain features of the operational
procedures for migration statistics present in mind
in order to visualize the content of the arrangements
envisaged, that aspect of the question will be considered
in the next section; it is also covered in some detail
in the 1953 recommendations on migration statistics.4

5. Major Problems of Operation
by-product. Greater clarity in the formulation of staproblems of operation involving a' combination of eftistical standards and procedures is achieved when
forts by several government departments have been
this distinction is maintained. In addition, it will
mentioned. The main operational problems involved in often be found that more flexibility and adaptability
to circumstances are possible in statistical operations,
collecting and processing migration statistics will now
be considered directly.
concerned with characteristics of groups, than in enforcem"mt of administrative controls aimed at individ1. Collec~on of Migration Statistics
uals, with some rigidity being in the nature of things.
The collectiort of migration statistics at the occasion The following operations are of importance at the
of frontier control - the only case considered here, as
stage of collection of migration statistics: defining
explained in section 3 - requires the department rethe various statistical categories of travellers so that
sponsible for that operation to have agents at the
each person may be readily classified where he befrontier points, authorized to request from interna- longs, establishing adequate and economical procetional travellers the statistical information desired.
dures, and making them acceptable to the travellers
In general, this information is needed for the adminisand to the authorities involved in the operations.
trative control of persons moving across the frontier,
The ' formulation of generally acceptable definitions
and the statistics ' are obtained exclusively or mostly
in the field of migration statistics has long been a
as a by-p~oduct of administrative operations. We are basic difficulty in the path of the improvement of this
however considering here these control operations class of statistics. However, definite progress has
only in 80 far as they affect the collection of statistics. been made during the last few years, thanks to the
It is' of great importance to note that, in spite of the
generous co-operation extended to the international
fact that statistics may be obtained through adminisorganizations and particularly to the Secretariat of the
trative controls, the statistical operations can always
be distinguished, at least conceptually, often materi- 3 See page 111 below.
ally, from the control operations of which they are a 4 See page 16 below.
In the preceding section on co-ordination, several
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United Nations by the central statistical services or
by the departments responsible for migration statistics in various countries. Notwithstanding the remain. ing difficulties, there are good reasons for hoping
that the revised recommendations that have been formulated early in 1953 by the Population Commission
and Statistical Commission of the United Nations contain a set of widely acceptable definitions to which
national statistics will gradually conform more and
more closely, at least for the more important categories of permanent migrants. A brief description of
the kind of statistical operations involved in the collection of migration statistics is given hereafter, on
the basis of the 1953 recommendations.
The distinction between frontier traffic and the
movements of all other travellers may be considered
first. The differentiation can usually be made on the
basis of the special simplified travel documents
(frontier crossing cards) which frontier residents are
often allowed to use in their frequent moves across
the border; at small frontier posts these persons are
generally known to the control officers. The actual
clas sification of the other travellers into the major
categories of arrivals and departures may be simplified to the maximum since only the total number of
persons in each category is required; only two elements are involved: the usual place of residence of
the traveller, and subaldiarily the actual or intended
duration of the stay or absence. There are few countries where frontier controls, including customs,are
SO simplified, at least on entry, that the enforcement
officers do not require this information to perform
their main functions; beSides, the answer to the maih
Question (place of residence) is generally provided by
the passPqrt or other travel document. Temporary immigrants, where this category is recognized, distinguish themselves from visitors by their intention
to exercize temporarily an occupation in the country
which they enter; they will generally be in posseSSion
of a permit to work which may serve as a convenient
basis to classify them. The question on intended length
of stay (or absence) makes it possible to separate
permanent migrants from other travellers, on the basm
do the clltation of more than one year of their intended
stay, ,or absence. The 1949 provisional text and the
1932 recommendations dr.ew the line at one year or
more; the new definition, on the other band, is in accord with the earlier proposal made by the International Labour office to the 1932 In~ernational Conference on Migration stati~tics. Th~ difference is rather
811ght, although the number of travellers with entry
or working permits of. exactly one yearts dlraUon is
often not negligible. If these permits indicate the intended actual OJ ration of the sury, the migration is
properly classified as temporaty; if they merely
represent a firSt, step to'Yards more permanent adm1asioo, the migration is intended to be of more than one
year ts dlration and should be classified, for statistical purpoB1!, as permanent. The much more detailed
information to be elicited from permanent migrants
and perhaps from temporary migrants, which make up
in general only a small proportion of the travellers,
will be collected throup an tndlvidlal statistical aljp
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or questionnaire; in view of the statistical nature of
that form, no document or other evidence need be re~
qui red for the sole purpose of supporting the information given on it. It is important that the questions contained in the statistical slip should take into account
not only the immediate administrative needs of the department collecting the data, but also those of the ,
various users of migration statistics, statutory, official and privatei the speclaldeslrabil1ty of h~ving
internationally comparable data on a subject which is
in essence an International one should also receive
due consideration when the questions ' are drafted.
When formulating precise statistical procedlres for
the operations described above very briefly, toomuch
attention cannot be paid to the desVability of achieving
all possible economies not only in costs of administrative work but also in delays imposed on travellers.
Securing the co-operation of the authorities which will
apply the procedures and of the public, is also a necessity' Enforcement officers of the immigration, '
police or customs departments cannot be expected to
have been trained in statistical proceOJres in their
own corps. It is useful to realize that their training
has been developed on lines somewhat contrary to those
required by the collection':oi statistics, since it is
aimed at discovering indiviOJal situations, not at
arousing interest in figures describing the characteristics of anonymous groups. Providing these officers
witb explanations on the importance and aims of statistics, and with some form of elementary training in '
this subject would therefore be appropriate. &lccesa '
requires that the higher echelons of these corps be
persuaded by the interested statistical services of the
importance of collecting adequate migration data~ With
regard to the public, one can observe that it may be
better to begin by collecting data on a voluntary basls,
and make occasional checks to estimate the errore '
due to cases of no~- response, than ufarouse wide Public
protests against new compulsory procecUr~s that maY'.
not have been well broken tn. It will also be noted that :
controls being generally .tricter on entry than on de- \
parture, statistics of immigration will be more easily
collected, and often be available in more detail, than
statistics of emigration. It has been indicated (n seetion 2 that the migration statistics published by countries of immigration, classified by country of lut
permanent reSidence, are sometimes the best source
of information available for meuuring emJgratioD
from certain countries.
As mentioned earlier, advantages could be derived
by neighbouring countries from reciprocal arl'aqements for the collection of milration statistics. ' Pa.
sible objects of such arrangements include avoicl1nl,
as far as poSSible, the repetition of questions"to the
same travellers when they leave one of the countries
and when they enter the other; providing facWU..
for the distribution of forms before the frontier Ia
reached, thus giving additional Urne for f~ them
in, tabulating the statistics of 1 country of ~ra
tion so as to provide data desiredbycertain countrt..
of emigration. &lcb arrangements, limited to staUatics, can much more eully be made than U they were .
to embrace the aetual frontier ccmtrol .raUons
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which are closely related to the exercise of national
sovereignty. This example may serve to illustrate the
distinction presented above between the statistical
operations and the administrative control on which
are, as it were, grafted.
.
they
•
. ' Although' the appUcation of ·sampling to migration
" .\ statistics is ' still In the experimental stage, there is
''» rio' reason to .believe that this technique could nat be
.':,;::;~,~~:~~ u·t eful<lJ\ cer.taln cases to provide reasonably good
:./:~~,:(:dilta ' ~uionomicaUy and with remced inconvenience to
,wr; '~;'. ttav~llers. ThIs Is also a case where regional arrange':' '
' m&'ntsmay prove advantageous for operating simply
and effectively a continuous sampling scheme for the
collect,lon of migration statistics. Further information
on thls question Is given in ~chapter ' m.
"'1'

Ii. Processing of Migration Statistics

.

The operations involved in the processing of migration statistics will require only brief development.
On the sorting of the data, their classification and
tabulation, little can be said that would be specific
to thls class of statistics, except in so far as nomenclatures are concerned; this point will however be
more convenienUy taken up in the next section on

international recommendations pertaining to migration
statistics. The last phase of the proces~ing, that of
publication, calls for an observation in view of the
particular situation of migration statistics in this respect. In several countries, detailed statistics on migration are scattered in the special publications of the '
collecting and processing agencies. Many potential
users of migration data; such as ec;:onomists and ~e": , ::
~ographers, do not ha~ current accesstosuchpubU":
cations or would not think ot consulting them wuess '
they are quite specialized in migration. 1b1s situat'
tion has prompted the Uilited Nations to assemble with
the help of governments an authoritative Bibliography
of ~tistics on International Travellers and Migrants,
which is now in an advanoed stage of preparation
and should be published in 1954. However, a more permanent and effective remedy lies in the inclusion of
migration statistics, in each country, in a statistical
publication of broad interest, likely to be easilyavailable to the wide diversity of users: administrators,
economists, manpower specialists, demographers, sociologlsts, etc ... An improvement in this respect has
fortunately taken place during the last few years in
certain countries, for example the Netherlands ..

6. Principal International Recommendations
1. Historical Development
The imperfections of migration. statistics an.d the
recogaltion of the. need for their improvement have '
.prompted many efforts to establish uniformally ac~ c8pta})le' definitions and efficient collection procedures
_
for these statistics. During the nineteenth century and
at the beginning of the twentieth, "ome consideration
was given to migration statistics by,the International
Statistical Institute at its sessions of Vienna in 1891, '
Budapest in 1901 and Berlin in 1903., and again at the
88sslons held at Rome in 1926, Warsaw in 1929 and
Madrid in 1931. Migration statistics were also con81dered .a t the International Conference on Emigration
:-r and Immigration at Rome in 1924, and at the Commer- i
da1 'Conference of the Inter-Parliamentary Union held :
., . '.' ~ at' Rlo ' de Janeiro In 1927. An aDalytlcal summary ofl
.: .:' :.' the saUent points In these recommendations is given
~. ". III "Problems of Migration Statistics; published by the
United Nations in 1949. In addition, the Committee of
aau.tlea1 Experts of the League of Nations considered
IDtemattODal tourist statistics at their fifth session
ill 1936., and made on thls subject some recommendatloils that are relevant to the classification of arrivals
and departures. It will be noted that the word tourist
.. used with a wider meaning In the Lea,ue of Nations
recOmmendations than In the recent Uftlted Nations
',' ;,"'" neOmmendatioos; the dlfference ~explalnedinpara".' 1J'8Ph. 6 of the ~ct1on to tJ..t.~11953 Recommenclai' :.
t10u .for the Ilmprovement of MIgration Statistics.
The efforts of the International LaboUr Organisation
and of the UD1ted Nations In this field have been per.
8laten~ and systematic, and dese"_ more detalled atA . tentlon. SInce its creation Just alter the fir.,t World
. . War, the International Labour Orpniaation has bun
concerned with the international co-ordlnat1Oft of mipatloo 8tauaUca, eaa81c:11red DlQItly from the ~
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power angle; various technical bodies of the United
Nations Organization have also been active In promot~.Il the improvement of these data from the broader
demographic, economic and social points of view. The
,text of the recommendations and resolutloos on migra- .
tion statistics passed by the International Labour
Conference in 1922, the resolutions 01 the International
Conference on Migration Statistics convened In 1932
at Geneva by the International Labour Organisation
and the 1949 Draft Recommendations for the Improvement of Migration Statistics, prepared by the United
Nations Population Commission and endorsed In the
same year by the Statistical Commission, can all be
found In ·Probl~ms of Migration Statistl'cs' as well
as In the orlglnal. reports of the conferences or commissions •
The 1949 provisional recommendations were revised
at the betr1nnlng ~ 1953 by the Population CODllllUsion and the Statistical Commission, taking into account the previous International rewhlt1ou/" raeommeJidatlons on the IhlbJect and tIie_ resulta pI extensive consultations with the competent statistical
departments of the countries interested in this subJect. The text of the 1953 recommendations is given
In the next chapter .
. 111e United Nations fllb-ColI1D1i8sion on Statistical
SampltDJ couidered In 1950 the appUcation of samplm, methods to the collectiM..Pd tabulation of statistic. _ International migrants and travellers. 111e
aab-Commi.siOll'. report points outthatsampllng~
DOt bHD used extensively In this field, and that experimentatiOD wW be desi~le to determine the methods
beet wiled to variou8 (.onditions; the operative part
of th1s report, ' reproduced In chapter m, coDta1ns
. . . ..uons for conducting such experiments.
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ii. Recommended Methods of Collection and Nomen-

clatures
The 1953 recommendations cover the methods of
collection of migration statistics and indicate preferred nomenclatures for the principal tabulations.
For obtaining migration statistics, two methods are
recognized in the 1953 recommendations: collection
at the occaSion of frontier control, and collection
through entries in population registers in countries
where they have been established.
The nomenclature for major categories of departures and arrivals has been referred to in the first
section of this chapter. In this connexlon, it is observed in paragraph 8 of the Introduction to the 1953
recommendations that "from the point of view of statistical reliability and comparability, there would be
great advantage in having total figures of arrivals
and departures with a breakdown into major categories.
The interpretation of the statistics for a given country
becomes clearer when figures for different categories of arrivals and departures can be compared, especially over a number of years. Estimates for groups
of persons not classified uniformly in the different
countries may become possible and thus a certain
degree of international comparability attained at a
minimum cost. Utilization of the statistics in conjunction with other demographic data (census and vital
statistics) is also much facilitated".
For countries of intended or last permanent residence, for age groups, for occupations and for status,
the nomenclatures recommended are, as far as possible, either the ones that have been proposed by international expert. bodies for use in population censuses
or major divisions of these census nomenclatures.
For the classification of migrants by occupation,
reference is made to the International Standard Classification of Occupations, of which the Seventh International Conference of Labour statisticians adopted
ten major divisions in 1949, and to the International
Classification of Occupations for Migration and Employment Placement, developed by the International
Labour Office. Where it is desirable or necessary
to have special nomenclatures for migration statistics, it is recommended that they be consistent with
the nomenclatures used in tabulating the results from
population censuses in the same country.
ill. Reeommendations Relevant to Organizational and

Operational Problems
In the 1953 recommendations, as in the earlier
ones, it is often indirectly that organizational prob-

lems of migration statistics are. referred to. Theproposal of certain statistical procedures for collecting
the data has a definite bearing on the organization
of the departments responsible for the collection, although it is far from completely specifying that organization. The 1953 recommendations contain, however, at l~ast six direct references to administrative
procedures, some of which have been mentioned
earlier.
The first is that the totals of the major categories
of arrivals and departures be obtained on the basis
of a. simple count, that is without imposing a statistical questionnaire on all travellers.
.
The second, that no document or other evidence be
required for the sole purpose of supporting the declarations made on the statistical slips required from
permanent and temporary migrants.
The third, that where migration statistics are
compiled by other authorities than those responsible
for general population statistics, it may be desirable
that the latter receive a duplicate of the statistical
slips.
The fourth, that the statistical slips may be ~de
part of forms having to be completed under existln,g
regulations (such as landing cardS, customs or ejcchange declarations); this suggestion implies that the
originals or copies of these forms will be made available to the department responsible for collecting migration statistics.
The fifth reference to administrative procedures
emphasizes, as the Population Commission had done
in earlier reports, that if the vari~s authorities concerned in each country with the different aspects of
frontier control would co-ordinate the information
they collect, so as to facilitate the utilization of that
information for obtaining valid and meaningful statistics, it should become possible to achieve a considerable improvement of migration statistics without complicating further frontier crossingformalitles, or even
interfering with their simplification.
The sixth, that arrangements between certain coUntries for the collection of migration statistics could .
be made to the mutual advantage of the contracting
parties. These arrangements Reed not touch upon the
rights of each country to exercise at its discretion
control over persons crossing its frontiers. Their
object may be limited to certain administrative operations such as the distribution of forms before the
frontier is reached, or may include the joint compilation of migration statistics .
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1. Resolution of the Economic and Social Council

',.
:,:., \,': Tbe following resolution, No 469-E (XV), was adopted
:1{.t, • • ': .: by the Economic and Social Council on 27 April 1953
1.~.;ri:;:/,/~/~j~~·~: .th~ report of the Statistical Commission:
frf.W';~~#i;;§,~~;."Th~ ,Econ()mic and Social Council,
(,,'~~~;'ii:S~~h~cau1ng ; its concern for the improvement of sta~:>};;;/ .::,:~::·.~t~~8U~S . O~ migration,
..
,,;., ·~:}C:~:,;~::: Taking note of the recommendations& for the im.": <'·>.proyement of international migration statistics which
.,,<;. ~e Population Commission and the Statistical Com· .. mission have developed with the advice of the govern.' . ments of Member States,

.

1. Calls the attention of interested governments to
the above-mentioned recommendations as a means of
increasing the usefulness and comparability of statlstics of international migraUonj . :
'.
2. Expresses the hope thafinterested governments
will give consideration to the conclusion of suitable
mutual arrangements for the collection of migration
statistics, as suggested in the recommendations noted
above, as a means of achieving improvements in these
statistics without introducing impediments to the
movement of people:

2. Recommendations Adopted by the Population Commiss.ion and the Statistical Commission b
. .~~.:
' ,
,,~

, l~ 'Introduction
; . -' 1. The sel'ies of recommendations set forth below
,
are' a revision of the 1949 draft recommendations for
tht) improvement of migration statistics (E/1313,
· annex 3) in the light of the results of detailed consulta; .tions between the United Nations Secretariat and gov. ': e,l'1:lments, and of further study of migration statistics
'., 'by the Sec't etariat in consultation with the Interna'tioDal LabOur Office. It Is recalled that in the formulallon' Of ·the 1949 draft recommendations, account had
'; been' taken of the resolutions of the 1932 International
" to. <:," ,./<=onference 01 Migration StatistiCians, of other relevant
!.
' ;:.1nt~rnat1ona1 recoDlDlendations and of a survey by the
' . ~;,$e"cretariat of the methods of collection and types of
'..eIassUications of the migration statistics of . sixtyi11ne countries and territories, published by the Secretariat under the title "Problems of Migration Statistics:-t
2. It is realized that differences between countries
· ,in the length and geographic nature of .frontiers, volume of migration, national legislation regarding the
· ,c ontrol of migration, and other .ladors, ,do not make
·:.i~. Po~aible to lay down a set ,of 'even minimum stand.. lLrds which aU countries can forthwith implementfully.
·.'A few countries already publish migration statistics
'

.

"

•

".see seet10n 2 below.
bi'J'be text of the recommendations, including the Commasiona'
Intro4Jction, la taken from the "Report of the Seventh Session of
the statlatic.al Commlasion (E/2385), Annex 4. The paragraphs
and footnotes are numbered as in the original document. Minor
editorial corrections hl\ve been made in the text origtnally
published.

'United Nation., 1949, Population Studies No.5, Sales No. 1950.
·XIII.1. This publication also contain. the text of the 1949 draft
'-' recouUnendations, the 1932 resolutions, and the recommenda. tiona and resolutions adopted by the International Labour Con" ,. ference in 1922. Recommendation. concerning the application
'0( aampllng to migration atatist1c. are given in E/CN.3/114,
.' chapter vm. Recommendations on international tourist statistics, formulated in 1936 by the fifth .ession of the Committee of
Statistical Bxperla of the League of Nations, are given in League
· of Nations document C.456.M.270.1936.D.A; they are relevant to
the clus1f1cation of arrivals and departures and therefore also,
in a measure, to migration statistics.
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more detailed than those recommended. Other countries may be able to meet only some of the recommendations.
3. The recommendations describe in detail the steps
to be taken in order to make migration statistics more
reliable and useful for analysing migrations ftom the
demographiC, manpower, social and economic points of
view.
4. There are distinct advantages for indivicmalgovernments in h~Vtng detailed standards and definitions
for international migration statistics developed asfar
as possible by the international organizations. Inparticular, this Is almost necessary for attaining international comparability of migration statistics.
5. The 1932 resolutions define migration as including all international population movements except tourist traffic, while the definition of temporary migration
excludes frontier tra.ffic.2 During the last fUteen years,
however, the numerically more important international
movements of population in the world have been transfers and displacements of populations, and repatriation and resettlement of refugees. These a.re categories which the 1932 Conference did not take into cQDsideration. Population transfers and refugee movements
are different in character from the normal movement
to which migration statistics have previously related
almost ~xclusively. The recommendations provide for
statistical information on movements of refugees and
transferred populations; figures for these categories
may be shown separately.
6. No systematic attempt has been made to iriclude
detailed abstract definitions in the recommendations.
It has been considered more effective to delineate the
different concepts by detailed recommendations on the
collection and classUication of the data. These show
the basic concepts to which the figures correspond;
these concepts do not in general confiict with the definitions given in the resolutions of 1932. One difference

2Frontler traffic is the movement of person. residing in the
frontier areas, mOving frequently across the border and often
authorized to use simplified travel documents (frontier carda).

between the present recommendations and those of the
League of Nations Committee of Statistical Experts on
tourist statistics is that the former define tourists as
visitors for holiday purposes, while the latter use the
•
word tourist to describe all categories of visitors (for
holiday, buSiness, study, etc.). It is believed that the
common acceptation of the word tourist corresponds
,
to the use made of it here.
7. From the point of view from which the recommendations are formulated, it is more particularly important that accurate and comparable figures of the
total numbers and main classifications of "permanent
immigrants" be given for each country. Statistics on
"permanent emigrants" are also important. However,
it is realized that in countries which are not mostly
countries of emigration, controls over departures are
less strict than over arrivals, so that statistics of
emigration are generally more difficult to collect and
less accurate than statistics of immigration.
8. ,The draft recommendations contain proposals for
the collection, claJJsification and tabulation of statistics
for the different categories of arrivals from, and departures to, other countries. From the point of view
of statistical reliability and comparability, there would
be great advantage in having total figures of arrivals
and departures with a breakdown into major categories.
The interpretation of the statistics for a given country
becomes clearer when figures for different categories
of arrlvals and departures can be compared, especially
over a number of years. Estimates for groups of persons not classified uniformly in the different countries
~y become possible and thus a certain degree of inWrnational comparability attained at a minimum cost.
Utilization of the statistics in conjunction with other
demographtc data,(census and vital statisties) is also
much facilitated. ' ,
'
9. TIle recommendations take into account the develOpment of air travel, and the importance of collecting migration statiatics in such a way aslnot to complicate further the formalities attendant upon the crossing of 'trontiers.3
10. In tbJa connex1on, attention 18 called to the views
emphulzed by the PopulatiOll Commission at its 1950
ses.lon tbtlt wCOD8lderable improvement of migration
~~C8 could be achteved without complicating further the fo~ties attendant upon the crossing of
frOlltier8. The CommlesiOll is of the oplnlon that this
lmpr'Ovem..t could be achleved even where frontier
formalities are eubatantlally simplified in accordance
with ,rellOlutiOll 147-G (VD) of the EconomJc and Social
';ouncU, especlally if, in each country, the various
authorities concerned lD frontier controls would coordla&te their operatt0a8 with a view tb facilitating the
coUeCUm aDd analyst. of the appl"oprlate statistical

.. . '
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U. Recommendations
Methods of collection
13. It ,is recommended that migration statistics be
obtained at the occasion of frontier control~ It is rec- '
ognized that in some countries, population rhgister8
have been estabUshed which provide a satisfactory
basis for obta1n1ng migration statistics. In view of the
very small number of such countries, and of the peculiarities of eaeh national system of population rep.- I
ters, recommendations are made only for the collection of migration statistics through frontier control;
but this should not be construed as intending to dUcourage countries which obtain satisfactory migration
statistics from population registers from contlDutDc to
do so. Recommendations on detatled tabulations (paragraphs 21 to 32 below) apply to mJgraUon data obtalned
from both sourc:e"s.
14. It is recom,mended that the attenUonof countrl••
be drawn to the technlque of Jointly compillnfJ mJcration statistics. Thls technlque ,might in some clJ"cumstances be used to mutual advaJttage by neighbourlnl
countries or by groups of countries, including tho.e '

it. s.nnth Se..ion· (Unit" Nation. Publlcation No. 1948.

~ U, reMlutton 14T-O (VD).
I,:I ,., . Report
01 the PopulaUon Commtulon,

: ~',

11. The &lb- Commission on Statistical Sampling
formulated in 1950 some suggestions and recommendations for conducting experiments on the application of
sampling techniques to the collection and tabulation of
migration statistics~ On the basis of such experiments,
it may be possible to determine continuing sampling
procedures suited to the conditions prevailing in a
given country. It would be desirable that countries
carrying out such experiments would inform the United
Nations Secretariat of their results, so that they may be
made available to the statistical offices of other interested nations.
12. Attention is also called to the possibility of arrangements for the collection of migration statistics
being made between neighbouring countries, particularly between countries having common frontiers
crossed each year by a large number of international
travellers. Arrangements limited to statistical prooedues need not touch upon the rights of each country to l
exercise at its discretion control over persons crossing its frontiers. Possible objects of such arrange- ,
ments include: avoiding the repetition of questions
asked for statistical purposes from the same travel- ,
lers, when they leave one of the countries that are
party to the arrangement and again when they e~ter
the other; providing for the distribution of forms before the frontier is reached, so as to give additional
time to the travellers for filling them in; facilitating
the operation of sampling schemes for the collection'
of migration statistics; arranging for statistics of iinmigrants by countries of last permanent residence to
be tabulated by countries that are parties to the arrangement in such a manner that they meet the more
essential needs of other parties which are interested
in statistics on emigration from their territory, and
thus fill in a gap in the statistical series of the last
mentioned countries.

panpoapb U.
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which have simplified the procedures for crossing
their frontiers.
Major categories of arrivals and departures
15. It is recommended that statistics be obtainedon
•
all arrivals and,if possible, on all departures of civilian travellers crossing international frontiers, classi, fled in such a way as to show which are migrants. This
, , c18BsiftcaUon does not apply to frontier traffic~ Arec.' :;:", ommenda,tion concerning the collection of statistics on
frontier traffic is given in paragraph 20 below. In the
case of countries which have made joint arrangements
for the collection of migration statistics, as mentioned
. in 'paragraphs 12 and 14, this classification may have
to be'modified to take account of the nature of the arrangements.
16. Collection. It is recommended that the totals of
the various categories of arrivals and departures be
obtained, whenever poSSible, at the occasion of frontier
control and on the basis of a simple count. For this
purpose, two questions only are required to classify
a traveller in categories 2 and 5 of arrivals and departures; a first question on country of permanent
reSidence, a second on duration of stay or absence
abroad; to make the distinction between categories
3 and 4, it is necessary to ask the purpose of the visit.
These questions are currently asked from travellers
at the occasion of frontier contr'olin most countries,
80 that the coUection of statistics in this manner should
not complicate formalities. For statistical purposes,
doCuments or other evidence are not necessary; if they
,,
,are , required for control purposes, they may be also
~ used to classify travellers into the major categories.
_
17. Classification. It is recommended that statistics
be tabulated according to the major categories listed
below. Categories 2, 3, 4 and 5 betDg mutually excluSive, no person should be cou,n ted in more than one
of them. The categories preceded by (s) are, those for
which it is recommended that more detailed information be obtained on the basis of an indivicklal statistical
_ slip:
I

Arrivals"from other countries
1. Total arrivals (sum of categories 2, 3, 4 and 5).
(8) 2. Permanent immigrants, t.e., non-residents (natioaals and allens) intending to remain for a period exceeding one year.
(s) S. Temporary Immigrants, i.e., non-residents intending to exercise for a period of one year or
less an occupation remunerated from within the
country (dependents being classified in category
4).

4. Visitors, I.e., non- residents intending to remain
for a period of one year orless witnout exercisiDI an occupation remunerated from within the
" country (including their dependents). This category maybe subdivided according to the purpose
of the visit (see paragraph 19 below).
6. Residents (nationals and aliens) returning after
a stay abroad not exceeding one year.

&
•

8iFl'OIlt1er traffic 1. the movement of persona residing in the
fronUer areu, movtq frequeatly acro.s the border, and often
author1aed to .,.. .Jmpltflacl trawl documenta (frontier earda).
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• Special classes, I.e., separate figures for groups
included in the above categories, to which special interest attaches at a given time, for example: rdugees; transferred population; immigrants enjoying special facilities such as government financial assistance, partiCipation of intergovernmental organizations in cost of passage,
facilities under bilateral or multilateral agreements •
Departures to other countries
1. Total departures (sum of categories 2, 3,4 and

5).

,

(s) 2. Permanent emigrants, i.e., residents (nationals
and aliens) intending to remain abroad for a period exceeding one year.
(s) 3. Temporary immigrants departing (dependents
being classified in category 4).
4. Visitors departing on completion of visit. This
category may be subdivided according to the
purpose of the visit (see paragraph 19 below).
5. Residents (nationals and aliens) intending to remain abroad for a period of one year or less.
-Special classes, i.e., separatefiguresforgroups
included in the above categories, to which a given
country attaches special interest, for example:
refugees or transferred population departing;
emigrants enjoying special facilities such as government financial assistance, partiCipation of
inter-governmental organizations in costofpassage, facilities under bilateral or mulWateral
agreements.
'
18. MIgration defined with reference to a period of,
for example, two years. SomE! countries are interested
in the number of "permanent immigrants" and "permanent emigrants" defined on the basis of an intended
stay (or absence) of longer d1ration than that considered above. In such cases it is recommended that,
in order to maintain the international comparabWtyoi
migration statistics, the one-year definition recommended above be used and the following sUb-classification be made (the period of two years being mentioned as an example):
2. Permanent \immtgrants, Le'l non-re.tArrf\rals:
dents (nationals and a1iensl intendlDl
to remain for a period exceeding one
year, of whom .1mJDJsrut8 intending to
remain for a period aceeding two
years"would be a sub-category.
Departures: 2. Permanent emigrants, I.e., res1dents
(nationals and allens) intending to 'remain abroad for a period exceeding ODe
year, of whom "emigrants intending to
remain abroad for a period exceedinS
two years"would be a sub- category.
19. Sub-categories for visitors. Categories 4 of arrivals and departures may be sub- divided 80 as to pr~
vide useful information in particular for the tourl8t
incklstry. The following ,sub- categories are recommended to countries intdrested in breaking down the
numbers of visitors arriving according to the purpoae
of their visit: (1) Transit. (11) Holiday. (ill) Education:
(a) teacher. arr1ving under appointment by e"'cational

•

:1
' I

authorities should receive a ,wpllcate of the indivltbal
statistical slips.
: :: " "" ,
27. It is recommended that tabulations be ~ade 'for'
calendar y~ars; in coUntries where another period such
as fiscal year is used in official statistics,.it i,s recommended that at least total figures ',be ' published
for a fraction of the year chosen so as tOnlake it P<iJIsible to derive inter~tiorially' cpmp!U"~~~, ~\l~,~~s. ,
28. It is recommended ~Jhe ,foUowtng cwsUica-' ,
tionsand ~ationsbe 'made'bY every cWiitW:s~al:
rately for permanent immigrantB and permanent emt~
grants (including in both cases nationals arid Bltens):
(i) Aclassificationfor each sex by age, preferablj'tD
the quinquennial groups recommended by the In-'
ternational Conference of Migration statisticians
Recommended detailed statistics
in 1932 (under 5, 5 to 9, etc.). If abridged groups
21. It is recommended that detailed statistics as proare used, they should at least be compatible wtth
vided below be collected on persons in categories 2
these quinquennial groups. The classification
of arrivals and departures, and as suggested in parashould be based on the age in completed years at
graph 31, in category 3 of arrivals, where possible.
the last birthday at tl),e time of emigration or im22. It is recommended that these detailed statistics
migration;
,
.
- be based on an indivi&1al statistical slip, collected at
(11) Adistinction between nationals and allens, based
the frontier from every person in categories 2 of aran citizenship (i.e., legal nationality); and
rivals and departures (and where possible in category (iii) A classification by country of Citizenship (i.e.,
3) crossing the frontier. In the case of falililies travellegal nationality) or by country of birth, whichling together, provision should be made whereby the
ever is the more extensively used in the tabulation
composition llJld characteristics of such families can
, of results of the latest population census in the
be arialysed (e.g., by writing the names of the head
country concerned; 7
and members of ,each family on their. respective sta- (iv) A classification of immigrants by country of last
tistical slips and listing the members of the family on
permanent residence and emigrants by country of
the slip of the head of the family).
'
intended permanent re,sidence. The specifications
23. The slips may be made _part of forms which
regarding the classification byicountries recomhave to be completed -under existing regulations (for
mended in the preceding sub-paragraph t(footnote
example, landing and embarkation cards; forms for the
7) are also applicable here;
notification of change of residence to population regis(v) In the case of persons of working age, a classificater office). In the case of emigration, the population
tion for each sexseparatelybyusualoccupation.8
'register forms should be collected preferably at the
29. Attention is drawn to the usefulness of the folfrontier. Where travel documents with detachable cou- lowing additional tabulations for permanent migrants. 9
pons are used, these coupons may be adapted to serve
the purpose of the slips. It is recommended that no
document or other evidence be required for the sole
purpose of supporting the declaration made on the
7 The classification by country of birth .hould be accor~ to
statistical slips.
i
current national boundarie•• Cf. -Recommendation. for C.n.....
, 24. It is not considered practicable that the statisPopulation to be taken 10 or around 1950" in -Report dl the
tical slips should be identical in all countries. But it of
Population Commission, Third a.s.ion" (E/8GS, lUlDexA, partD,
Is recommended that the slips used in all countries
paragraph 5). Total figure. relating to countries of c1ti&enahlp
or birth not shown separately .ahould be given by continents.
should contain at least the questions indicated on the
The number of persons for whom no information i. reported
model given in paragraph 32. Since the aim is to atshould be given In a distinct group. The classification by conUtaiD comparability of the results, rather than uniform:
nents and countries .hould be baaed on the "Nomenclature of
tty in the wording of the questions which may conceal
Geographic Areas for Statistical Purpo...-. (United Nation.
differences in their interpretation, the exactformulaStatistical Papers, Series M. No.1. 1949.)
tion of each question should be left to the country con- 8 An International Standard Clas.ification of Occupation. was
con.idered in 1949 by the Seventh International Conference of
cerned.
Labour Statisticians which adopted a liat of major occupaUonal
25. It is recommended that the questions be drafted
groups. The Statistical Commi••ion and the Population Comin simple language and in such a way that they can be
mission at their respective fifth ..saions also dlacuaaed the
que.tion of an occupational classification. See "Application of
answered objectively. It is also recommended that a
International standards to Census Data on the Economically
specimen of the statistical slips be published from
Actlve Population" (United Nation., 1951, Population Studie.
time to time with the statistics and with some explanaNo.9, Sale. No. 1951.xm.2)~ The Internatiqnal Labour Office
tion of the deflnltlons and methods of collection used.
has prepared an"International Clas.ificaUon of Occupation. for
Migration and Employment Placement"(two volume. in three
26. In the countries where migration statistics are
parts, Geneva, 1952).
compiled by authorities other than those responsible
91t is highly desirable that, whenever poSSible, the nomenclature
for ' general population statistics (census, births and
used in each of these tabulations be consistent with the one used
deaths), it may be desirable that one of the latter
for the tabulation of results from population censuses.

institutions; (b) students arriving for attending regular
sessions of educational institutions; (c) other visitors
for educational purposes (e.g., study tours, summer
schools). (iv) Business. (v) Other visitors. Visitors
departing may be, where so desired, sub-divided according to the same nomenclature.
20. Frontier traffic. It is recommended that the
" ,
volume of frontier traffic be estimated, separately
~ ,>: ,_,' from the major categories above. These estimates
'" ("'<: :"~'~~'(; :ahOU1d di'stingu18h the movements of workers. The
",?
: basis for the estimate should be stated in each case;
:' ;' for example: number of frontier cards issued; number
of -special season Uckets; counts of in- or out-crossings of the frontier by holders of frontier cards.
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: (a) A classification by marital status (single; married; widowed or (iivorced; unknown) and by number
of dependent children accompanying or not.
(b) A classification based on literacy or degree of
•
lormal education.
,
. (c) A claSSification as to whether with a contract of
employment or without it.
.... :.'.~ 30~ It 'is recognized that in order to ascertain th~
;:;' :J,.',~i'·':,reas()ns ~t prompt people to emigrate, special in':" , ~: qUtr~es ' are required. Such inquiries would be under.' "'., taken ' by means of suitable questionnaires, either be, . ' lore'the departure or after the arrival of the migrant.
31. Attention is also drawn to the usefulness of obtaining detailed statistics on temporary immigrants
(category 3 of arrivals). For this category, tabulations by usual occupation, for each sex separately,
and by country of permanent residence, are the most
important.
. Information to be obtained on the Statistical Slip
32. The individual slip referred to above should provide, apart from any data required for other purposes,
the information set out below on persons in categories
2 of arrivals and of departures and, if required, in
category 3 of arrivals.

i
"

"

"

\".
I',
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For arrivals from another coontrylO
Date:
,Country of present citizenship (i.e., legal nationality):
Country of birth (according to current national
boundaries):
Sex:
Age at last birthday or month and year of birth:
Usual ' occupation and usual status (as employer,
employee, etc.) in country of emigration:
Intended cl1ration of stay:
U a temporary immigrant, country of permanent
residence:

If a permanent immigrant, country of last permanent residence:
Remarks: Indicate if a refugee, or person in assisted
migration scheme, etc., as may be required for
tabulating data for the "special classes" of the
nomenclature given in paragraph 17.
In the case of families travelling together, provision shoold be made whereby the composition
and characteristics of. sucJ;l.f8.mUies ,c an be analysed (e.g. by writing the names of the head and
members of each family on their respective individual slips and listing the members of the family
on the slip of the head of the family).

For departures to another country to
Date:
Country of present citizenship (i.e., legal nationality):
Country of birth (according to current national
boundaries):
Sex:
Age at last birthday or month and year of birth:
Usual occupation and usual status (as employer,
employee, etc.) in country of emigration:
If a temporary immigrant departing,
Date when arrived:
Country of permanent residence:
If a permanent emigrant, coontryof intendedpermanent residence:
Remarks: Indicate if a refugee, or person in assisted
migration scheme, etc-., as may be required for
tabulating data for the "special classes" of the nomenclature given in paragraph 17.
In the case of families travelling together, provision should be made whereby the composition
and characteristics of such families can be analysed (e.g. by writing the names of the head
, and.
members of each family on their respective individual slips and listing the members of the family
on the slip of the head of the family).
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10 The proposed statistical slip contains the Information necessary
to make the tabulations recommended In paragraphs 28 and 31.
U a country wishes to make some of the tabulations suggested

In paragraph 29. additional questions should be asked on the
statistical slip.
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m. THB USB OF SAMPLING FOR OBTAINING INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
1. Review of some Sampling Experiments 1
The use of sampling in the collection or tabulation trig the journey, on express andslowtrairi8"E~u'~era
of migration statistics is still at an early stage. The tors are also posted at the gangways ofcrOs8~cha.nnel
colfollowing review of experiments with sampling methods . boats; cards ue . d1strlbu~d afembarJQltion
J.r, in 'this field will give an idea ofsome of their possibil- lected at disembarkation. An agreemerii"~ 'made
, lties. It Is useful to distinguisb between special sam- with the authorities of the United KiDgdOm for .the
ple surveys and the operation of continuous sampling working of the scheme across the Irish ChanIl~1 and
, schemes. ~ecial surveys are conchcted on an ad hoc the border. The scheme is now extended locl-oss. basis in order to elicit information required at a border omnibus routes. Arrangements are contemplatgiven time to supplement current statistics or check ed to cover private motor-car traffic: cards wlll be
their accuracy. A continuous sampling scheme is in- issued and collected at the frontier centre and filled
tended to be the normal source of a certain kind of in while custom formalities proceed. Instead of hand.statistical information, required periodically and reg- ing over the cards to enumerators, travellers can
ularly.
send them by mall, free of charge, to the Central
Statistical Office at Dublin; very little use is made of
1. . The Passenger Card Inquiry in Ireland 2
this facUity.
.'
This scheme originated in 1949 as a trial inquiry
The person in charge of the cards (enumerator,
on the expenditure of foreign visitors in Ireland and air hostess) records the number of cards issued; each
Irish visitors abroad, for the Irish balance of interna- head of family or individual adult traveller receives
tional payments; special questions intended to elicit one; the collected cards are sent to the Central Stainformation bearing on migration were included on thE' tistical Office for sorting and tabulation. The cards
cardS used in the investigation. It is considered that for each route are counted and the percentage of efthe' sampling scheme has been reasonably successful fective response is obtained; group percentages by sea,
and has yielded valuable economic and demographic ' rall and air and the over-all percentage are also caldata at a low cost. It is of interest to note that the culated, the latter taking into account the smaIl number
traffic of international travellers to and from Ireland of responses by mail. The over-all response percentis heavy (about two and one-half million each year for age in 1950 was apprOximately 35 per cent; over aira . COWltry of three million inhabitants), and that it routes, it reached 70 per cent for inward journeys;
utlllzes all (means of transport: raU, Omnibuses, cars, over rall-routes, 45 per cent, over sea-routes 28 to
foot, transatlantic and cross-channel boats, air. Some 25 per cent and over omnibus routes 42 per cent; the
detalls on the scheme follow.
percentages were in general slightly lower for out. Passenger questionnaire cards are distributed to all ward Journeys. No complaints from the public have
passengers on one day in eight (Monday of the first been received; occasional press references to the
week, Tuesday of the second etc.,); for intermittent inquiry have been almost wholly favourable.
services, days are rotated in successive weeks. The
The tabulation of the results is now made by punched
cards are anonymous and completed voluntarily. Cards card machines. Total numbers of arrivals and deparare issued to persons using all types of transport, ' tures are known indep.e ndently and the averaae expenexcept, fot the Ume being, those travelling in private diture obtained from the samples is used in conjunccars ~r on foot. On air services, cards are handled tion with these totals to compute the items of the
by air hostesses en route, On rall services, special balance of payments, which were the prtmarypurpose
enumerators distribute and collect tht! cards; they of the inquiry. It is possible to compare the efficiency
are appointed by the Central Statistical Office and of the different individual enumerators. No informawear armlets indicating their official statistical wties; tion is avallable on the biases in the sample, arising
they are selected by the rallway company, mostly from erroneous answers to the questions, or from the
among their retired offiCials experienced in handling non-co-operation of a large fraction di the travellers.
passengers tactfully and efficiently; they operate dur- It · was found, however, that the balance of payment
data derived from the inquiry agreed well with estimates based on various other methods.
Useful information is obtained from cards on which
no expenditure is indicated as well as from cards on
,. 1 This section contaIn. with minor change. and 8Qme additions,
which a reply is given to that question. The inquiry
III pa.rtJcular that of 8U~ ..ction (v), the de.cripUon ollWDplinl
sheds light on the nature of population movements afexperiment, presented to the Sub-Commission on Statistical
fecting Ireland. It has been possible to est1D1ate the
SampUng in a worldng paper (B/CN.3/ Sub. 1/ 26, dated 19 August
number of visitors and of temporary (seasonal) mi1950) prepared by the Secretariat after consultation with the
, International Labour Office.
grants included in the total numbers of arrivals and
2 De.cripUon balied on communications from the Central Stadepartures and to rectify the inferences pre¥lously
tistical Office at DubUn to the Secretariat, and on "Statistics of
drawn
from indirect migration data (travel cards a:nc2
Emigration and Passenger Movements", in the "Irish Trade
passport statistics), which proved very inadequate.
Journal and Statistical Bulletin: June 1951, particularly section V.
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U. 'nie Passenger Card Inquiries in Canada and the
Unltect states 3
These inquiries are used only to obtain average per
capita expenditures abroad, which are appUed to the
numbers of pers9JlS in various categories of arrivals
and departures obtained independently on the basis of
a complete count made necessary ,by\administrative
cOllsiderations and immigration regulations. But the
inquiries are: nevertheless, closely related to the application of sampling methods to migration statistics
since they bear directly on movements of international
travellers. Some indications on pOints which are of interest in connexion with migration statistics are consequently given here.
Both the Canadian and United states schemes involve
the collaboration of authorities of different countries:
Canada and United States, Mexico' and United States.
Both schemes are voluntary; the travellers are not
compelled to return the card questionnaires. Both
are based on anonymous questionnaires, indicating
that they have nothing to do with customs enforcement or taxation. The questionnaires can be mailed,
free of charge, to the Government Office responsible
for their uWizatic;m.
The Canadian scheme presents an interesting example of co-ordination between the operations of different administrative authorities. A large number of the
travellers enter or leave Canada across the frontier
between the Dominion and the United States, using a
! private motor-car as a means of transportation. The
, customs form or permit required for the vehicle con'tains special questions on expenditures and the form
(or a copy of the permit) are made available by the
, :NatiooaJ, Revenue or Customs authorities to the Domin_ion Bureau of Statistics.
,The schemes take account of persons who cross
the frontier lJy local omnibus or on foot for brief
visits.
Different sampling methods are used by the United
States administ1.'.ation for overseas travel, for travel
to and from Canada and for travel to and from Mexico.
Overseas travellers
' Air travel: questionnaires are distributed cllring the
first week of each month.
Sea travel: questionnaires are distributed to all travellers except at New York where they are issued to
travellers on selected "representative" vessels, carrying about 25 per cent of the traffic.
Canadian - United states traffic
Air, rail, boat and long distance bus travel: questionnaires are distributed on a random basis, approximately to one adult traveller or family group out of
&even. Private motor-cars: questionna1i'es are part~
the form required by the customs autb,ok'itiee for the
motor-car, aDd _re distributed to each party. The

questions pertaining to expenditures are answered
' voluntarily by about 75 per cent of the travellers entering Canada.
Mexican- United states traffic
Questionnaires were distributed in 1944 by the Bank
of Mexico to tourists visiting Mexico City. Questionnaires have been distributed since 1946 to each Mexican resident entering the United States exc~t border
travellers. In 1945 the Bank of Mexico and the United
states Department of Commerce co-q>erated in an investigation on expenditures of border travellers; carried out through a different method (interViews of
bankers, exchange dealers, business men, customs officials, merchants and chambers of commerce in border towns) which is not related to migration statistics.
It is ' of special interest to mention that the biases
resulting from non-response have been investigated in
the case of United states overseas travel by checks
on traveUers conducted at the ports through which a
significant portion of over- seas traffic passes. The
checks consist in brief interviews by a representative
of the United states Department of Commerce taking
place at the time of the routine immigration inspection so that there is no non-response. Travellers to
be interviewed are selected on a random basis. The
comparison of results from these checks with those
derived from the questionnaires have-revealed no important bias in the latter at the time when the checks
were made.

111. Sampling on Travellers to and from France 4
investigations regarding the place of residence of
alien travellers and on the <hlration of their stay in
France were con<hlcted on the basis of sample of
the police control forms filled in by air travellers on
arrival in France and departure from that country.
The form filled in on arrival by a traveller included
in the sample and the form filled in on departure are
matched in order to obtain the information requJ,red.
Sampling enquiries based on the same principles have
been cODcllcted at certain sea ports and road frontier
po....
These sampling schemes are reported to have yielded the information desired when they were initiated;
but their application required time and care.

iv. The Sample SUrvey of British Post-War Migration IS
. The survey will constitute the m&in source of information for the preparation of a book on the 'social
and economic analysis of British migration.between
1946 and 1949. It bears on British emigrants Ileaving
for countries outside 8lrope and the 'Mediterranean
uea (long sea routes). It constitutes an example of
4Deacrlptlon based on a communication from the "lnsUtut National de la Statlstlque et des Btudes economlque.", Parla, to
.the Secretarlat.
~Deacrlptlon baaed on a communication from the Natlonal Instllute of Economic and Soclal Research, London, to the Secretariat.

aDeacrlptlon baaed on communications from the Canadian DoJllln100 Bureau of Statlatic. and from the United States Immlgration
and Naturallzatlon Service to the Secretarlat; use baa also
been made of "The Balance of Payments of the United States,
1946-,48: Waahington, D.C., 1950, PP. 69-78 and 217-225.
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the application of sampling methods to the tabulation
of migration statistics, while the previous experiments
concerned the collection of these data.
The sample survey is based on shipping manifests
collected by the Board of Trade. The manifests for
1946-1949 contain particulars of about one million
outward passengers, of whom about 600 ,000 were emigrants of British nationality. The names are generally listed on the manifest in alphabetical order, for
each class of travel separately; distinct lists are
drawn up for aliens and British natiorials. The sample
includes every tenth emigrating family-wlit of British
nationality. The use of variable sampling fractions according to country of destination was considered, but
found impracticable because a given manifest often
lists emigrants travelling to different countries. The
family-unit is defined, for the purpose of inquiry, as
consisting of all emigrants with the same surname,
the same last address in the United Kingdom, travelling on the same ship and to the same country of des1 "
I
tination. It was found that the most frequent "familyI
unit" was the single emigrant. Passengers are identified as emigrants when the manifest indicates the
United Kingdom as country of last permanent residence and a country outside Europe as country of intended permanent residence. Members of the armed
forces and merchant seamen are excluded.
All emigrati.ng family-units of British nationality
are marked on the manifest. Every tenth is given a
serial number. The information required for tabulation is coded according to special nomenclatures established for the purpose of the inqUiry.
The sampling proce<l1re was established after a preliminary pilot-survey covering about 2,000 British
emigrants to Australia. The pilot-survey made itpossible to test the codes, and to investigate the possiI '"
bUlty of 'checking the information from the manifests
I,'
against the nominal rolls kept by the authorities of
I "
Australia for free and assisted passages of British
emigrants to that country. It was found subsequently
that the quality of the manifests as sources of statistical data varied among shipping companies and eonsequently was not the same for the different destinations; in consequeJlc~, the results of the pilot-survey
could not be generalized without precautions.
'T he number of family-units included in the total
s~mple is 37,500, and the number of individuals just
over 60,000. It is considered that the sample is large
enough to make it possible to derive reliable information from most of the intended cross-classifications. The taking of the sample by Board of Trade
clerks and officials familiar with the manifests, working in collaboration with SOCiologists expert in problems of migration~ has brought to light a number of
shortcomings affecting the information available in the
manifests, independently of any sampling procedure.
One problem of particular interest in connexion with
the nomenclature contained in the recommendations of
,
the Population Commission and Statistical Commission
I
concerns the attempt to separate in the survey certain
\, ~
categories of persons who are technically considered
I ij I . .as emigrants, but who cannot be regarded as perma~! . . ,nent population losses in the demographic and socio-
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logical sense, such as: government officials appOinted
to the Colonies or occupied territories; British sub- '
jects from the Dominions who return to their home
countries after having stayed in the United Kingdom
for over a year as student; etc. The Board of Trade
has under consideration improvements in the coUec- '
tion of migration statistics and the observations .made
at the occasion of the sample survey mayprov~: ti~e:-, '
ful ,in determining the details: of the chang~~ t,o,~~ ,
made in existing documents and procedures.
' .f, \,- '.,,, .,
v. The Sample Survey8 in West Bengal on DisPl~ed '
'
Persons from Eastern Pakistan 6
, ' ',';' :
These surveys constitute an example of a detailed
special enquiry conducted after the movement of a
group has taken place. Between September 1950 and
January 1951, the Statistical Bureau of the state of
West Bengal, India, undertook, with a staff of over 475
persons, an enquiry on displaced persons having immigrated from Eastern Pakistan, with a view to collecting statistics needed for a relief programme. The
enquiry was conducted in three stages, the last two
of which utilized sampUng techniques. First, a complete enumeration of all refugee families having migrated since 15 October 1946. Secondly, an enquiry
designed to provide statistics on the characteristlcs
of the refugees; this enquiry was based, for reasons
of economy and expediency, on a 5 per cent sample
of the families enumerated in each town and in each
police district for the rural areas. Thirdly, information on the sizable movements of refugees having
taken place while the survey was being made was obtained from a two-strata sample; police distrIcts.and
towns, where more' than 2,000 displaced families (or
10,000 displaced persons) had been enumeratedconstltuted the first stratum, from which was drawn a random sample of 5 per cent of the agglomerations
("mouzas") for the rural areas, and 5 per cent of the
displaced families in the towns; the other places constituted the second stratum, from which a random
sample of 10 per cent of the police districts an4 towns
was drawn and, finally, a sub-sample of 1 per cent of
the agglomerations ("mouzas") was selected at random for the rural areas, while all displaced families
in the sample of towns were visited by the enquIrers.
The number of displaced families enumerated was
nearly 430,000, and the number of persons 2.3
lions. The sample for enquiries on the characteristics
of displaced persons included 20,956 families, of which
18,614 were actually contacted. The results of the enquiry are given in 29 tables, showing the distribution of displaced families or displaced persons by
districts of origin and destination, age, sex, marital
statUs, standard of education, dependency, past and
present occupation, preferred occupation, amount and
source of income before and after displacement,
source of income, living accommodation, land ownership in West Bengal, type of Government help received

mu-

6Descrlption based on'Report on the Complete Enumeration of
Displaced Persons; n.d., and "RelJOrt on the Sample Survey for
Estimating Socio-Economlc Characteristics of Displaced Persons; 1951, issued by the State Statistical Office of West Bengal.
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and required, willingness to return to Eastern Pakis-

•

net decrease of the number of displaced persons was
mov~d indivi<kla1ly
and 28,504 in 6,168 whole family groups. Actual movements were much larger than the net balance: for
every 1,602 whole families that departed, 1,121 arrived.

tan, etc. The sample for estimating the movement of estimated at 37,737 of which 9,233
displaced persons <klring the course of the survey
included 40,808 families of which 37,264 in the first
stratum (30,818 urban and 6,446 rural) and 3,544 in
the second stratum (3,340 urban and 204 rural). The

2. Observations of the Sub-Commission on Statistical Sampling 7

•
'.

. Since sampling has not yet been used extensively in
[the) field [of migration statistics], experimentation
is desirable to determine what methods are best
suited to various conditions. It is requested that th~
.Secretary-General report to the &1b-Comm1ssion at
a later session on the results of any such experiments which .may be carried out in any country. ['13J
. 'the following remarks refer primarily to the use of
sampling methods in the collection of statistics at the
time when the travellers cross the frontier. On that
occasion the usual frontier formalltles could generally be so organized as to permit the identification of
travellers in the major categories of arrivals and
departures through simple verbal questions; thus it
would be possible to obtain at least the totals of the
major categories by complete enumeration. A stat1s_tical form containing appropriate questions could then
be handed to travellers recognized as migrants; in
order that no bias be introc:Uced by non- response,
administrative. m~thods can be devised to ensure the
return of all statlatical forms by migrants. In many
clrcumstances, however, it is not possible to identify
the major categories without considerable extra expense, inconvenience to the travellers and additional
work for the personnel engaged in frontier control.
In that case, it may be possible to devise sampling
methods which, without excessive expense or inconvenience, will yield the totals of the major categories
and the desired data on characteristics of migrants.
Experimentation with such methods is particularly desirable in countries where the existing methods provide statistics on only certain types of migrants, such
as aliens, nationals, or persons subject to military
obligations, or where migration statistics are obtained only from population registers. By the application of sampling methods at the occasion of frOntier
control, it may be possible for such countries to obtain comprehensive, internationally comparable statistics at a reasonable cost and without causing excessive inconvenience to travellers. ['14]
7'I"IU .eet1oa reprocilc.. the operaUve part (parqrapbe 73-81)
of Chapter vm -aau.Uc. OIl international qranta and traveller." of the Report of the Fourth 8eu100 of the aab-Commta.lon
oa StatleUca1 Sampllnl (E/CN.3/114, elated 28 September 1850),
formall, racelYed b, the staUeUca1 Commie.loa at Ita .txtb
.....oa (ElleN, pancraph 88). The tat oftheaab-Commie.lon
".. fOUDd to be completel, coa.eletent wtth the r..ued racommeadaUoae oa qratlon etat1eUce adopted In 1853 by the population, Commluloo and the staUeUcal Commiee1oa. A .mall number of footnote. referrlnr to the.. racommendatione have been
added; In the lut paracraphe, reference. to DOW abeolete interim
documenta haYe been broupt up to elate. The number of each
parqr8Ph In the orlllnal report ta liven In equare bracketa at
the end at. the tat.
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Even in those countrie~ where the total numbers Of
arrivals and departures in the various major categories are obtained by complete enumeration, it may
be desirable to use sampling methods in collecting
the desired statistics on characteristics of migrants •
Sampling for characteristics might be advantageously
used on occasions when large numbers of migrants
arrive or depart through the same frontier post oil
the same day (e.g., arrival of a ship carrying many
immigrants). In many su~ countries, however, this
application of sampling may not be advantageous under
ordinary conditions; since the migrants ord1nar11y
represent only a small proportion of all travellers,
their number maY' be small enough, under most c0nditions, to permit complete enumeration of their characteristics with little expense or difficulty. 1'5] _
Three kinds of sampling plans can be considered
for obtaining data on the total numbers of arrivals
and departures in various major categories and of
the characteristics of migrants:
(a) Collection of data from one traveller (or migrant)
selected at random out of every n travellers (or
migrants);
,
(b) Collection of data from all travellers (or migrants) at suitable intervals of time, for example,
on every eighth day or thirteenth day, etc., with equivalent rates of selection in the case of non-dally
transport services;
(c) Collection of data from all travellers (or migrants) arriving or.4epartlng in certain ships, airplanes, railway trains, buses, motorcars, andother
conveyances, selected 80 as to COllStitute a properly designed sample ,of conveyauce••
These methods can be combined; for' example, samples might be taken on certain days or in certain conveyances, comprising a certain fractioJ) of perso~
travelling on those days or in those conveyances. 1'16]
If the method used is to collect data from every
nth traveller (or migrant) there should be an easy,
automatic· way of selecting the travellers at the spec!fled intervals. One possible method which could be
tested is to give each traveller, at an early stage of
the journey across the frontier, a card taken from a
package in which a distinctive mark would have been
placed, in advance, on every nth card. ·Thus the travellers bearing the distinctively marked cards could subsequently be required, at the frontier post, to give
the information needed for statlaticalpurpos8s. A variation {){ this method, which might be effective under
some conditions, is to make the identifying card it-'
self bear the questions for statistical purposes, which
would not appear1>n the cards given to travellers not
selected for the sample. The latter variation m.1ght

The &1b- Commission ' calls attention to the 'advanbe especially effective where some card (e.g., alandtages of collaboration between the authorities of neighiDg card) must be filled out in any case by all travellers; then the cards given to those selected for the bouring countries in the operation of any sampling
experiments which may be undertaken in this field,
sample could merely bear more questions than the
others. By any of these methods it might be possible, and notes the suggestion concerning regional arrangeunder certain conditions, to expedite operations at ments made by the Statistical Commission and by the
the frontier post by forming one or more special Population Commission.8 Such collaboration would be
queues of the travellers selected for the sample, so helpful in improving the comparability of results 0bthat they could answer the speCial questions, fill out the tained in the countries concerned and might make it
statistical forms, or have their filled-out forms in- possible to achieve substantial recilctions' in cost.
spected, while the otheI' travellers go through the Regional arrangements may prove easier to achieve
if they bear on the application of sampling sChemes,
usual formalities . .[77]
The methods of collecting data from all travellers ~hich are by nature purely statistical, than'if they
(or migrants) at selected intervals of time or in se- were to embrace the operations of administrative
lected conveyances have the disadvantage that, for a frontier control applied to all travellers. It may in
given number of travellers or migrants, they produce particular prove advantageous to have statistical forms
estimates with increased sampling variance resulting distributed to travellers by the authorities of the country of departure and collected by the authorities of the
from variations between days or conveyan,ces. On
the other hand, they may, under some circumstances, country of arrival, due care being taken to formulate
involve fewer administrative difficulties. Experimen- the question so as to provide the statistics desired by
tal surveys may give some indication of the loss of both countries. [80]
Where data on the total numbers in various cateefficiency resulting from the use of these methods.['l8]
The &1b-Commission stresses the importance of gories of arrivals and departures, or on the charac1PP1ylng, in any eJq)eriments with sampling for the teristics of migrants, are obtained by complete enucollection of statistics on migrants and travellers, meration, it may nevertheless be useful to apply samthe general principles that are valid in any sampling pling methods in tabulating the results. The use of
work, in particular the following:
sampling in tabulations on these subjects could follow
(a) The selection of elements in the sample should fairly well standardized methods and would offer sev.
be effeet1vely random, since the selection of ele- eral special advantages:
(a) It may prove easier for the agency responsible
. menta that are considered a priori as - representfor the statistical tabulations to get access to a
Qltroduces wOmowable biases.
(b) Schemes providing for voluntary response are
sample of the documents used by the agencies
hau.rdoua: if many persons fall to respond, the recontrolling the arrivals and departures of internasults may be seriously biased.
tional travellers, or a sample of the population reg(crlf the travellers or migrants included in the
!ster~ or other records, than to survey the entire
materials. Care should be taken that such sample is
sample are asked to fm out special statistical forms,
selected so as to be unbiased.
they should be given ample time to do so, and the
(b) Sampling makes it possible to obtain tabulations
forms should be collected before they leave the
of which the cost would be prohibitive if they were
frontier post.
carried out on the basis of complete enumeration.
(d) If, for any reason, there are considerable numThis should facUitate the improvement of the interbers of persons who do not respond, the resulting
national comparab1l1ty of the statistics in question,
biaaes should be investigated from time to time,
which are regarded as being gravely defective in
for example by obtaining data from small numbers
this respect as well as from the point of view of
of tra.,vellers at various frontier posts in such a way
coverage.9 [81]
that there can be no non-response. [79]
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